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Abstract 

Financial Accounting is the part of Accounting System by which any accounting is easy process for recording the transactions 
of financial nature. Financial Accounting is now been used in all kind or organizations whatever the organization is of production or 
manufacturing kind or of service provider to the market. Financial accounting is to be useful for all kind of its stakeholders like the 
equity share holder or preference share holder, the Debtors or the creditors of the organization, supplier or the buyer of the organization, 
and any other party of business which is directly or indirectly linked with the organization. Financial Accounting provides that 
information to the stakeholder which it to be required to him for his interest. Financial Accounting also play an important role for the 
publication or representing the Final Accounts of the organization, by which an organization show its financial position in front of all 
of its stakeholders or related parties. Financial Accounts are also mandatory in the reference of Company Law for legal requirements. 
Thus, Financial Accounting is very useful and important part for the organizational growth and success.  

 
Keywords: Financial Transactions, Reporting, Financial Management.  

  
I. INTRODUCTION 
  With the event of technology, growing competition, and therefore the improvement of sturdy corporations, it becomes essential 
for Managers to use economic sources with inside the fine feasible way. Therefore, the traditional technique does now not paintings 
nicely during a developing commercial enterprise environment. The present-day technique features a broader angle with a focus on 
economic viability and its green and powerful use. Fundraising is an important element of all economic paintings. The key factors of 
this system are the evaluation of varied expenditures, budget, economic planning, enjoyment ranges of economic achievement in 
commercial enterprise achievement, economic price determination, operational economic management, sales management, etc. Three 
essential selections taken below this system are. 
1. Investment Decision 
2. Financial Decision 
3. Decision to Divorce 
4. Features of recent Method: - 
 
             The following are the important thing functions of this day technique Emphasis on Financial Decisions - this system might be 
very informative and far less ambiguous because the right commercial enterprise selections can best be taken on the premise of 
accounting and statistical data. 
 
1.1 Ongoing Work - a gift day technique may be a non-stop method during which the economic supervisor makes one among a sort 
economic selection in assessment to the traditional technique, 
1.2 Wide View- Gives cost now not best to accurate economic overall performance and additionally removes fund purchases. Similarly, 
it consists of elements regarding economic expenses, budgets, and economic planning, etc. 
1.3 Performance Measure - The Company’s overall performance is likewise stricken with the economic choice taken through 
Management or the economic supervisor. Thus, to growth sales, this day technique continues stability among property and profitability. 
 
 II. REPORTING OVERALL PERFORMANCE AND PERFORMANCE 

Reporting organizational overall performance and organizational reputation are the principal objectives. This might be visible 
with inside the alternating phrases of earnings announcement and stability sheet ie economic overall performance announcement and 
economic function announcement. Reporting isn't restrained to direct stakeholders consisting of shareholders, there are numerous direct 
or faraway stakeholders of public and private corporations who depend on the info furnished through the accounting. The scope of 
accounting has consequently emerged over time to affect those one among a sort person business with inside the info posted with inside 
the economic statements. 
 
 2.1 Reporting to shareholders 

Shareholders make investments their money, immediately or indirectly and use a board of administrators which additionally 
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works with managers and personnel to behavior commercial enterprise for the advantage of shareholders. Shareholders consequently 
depend on economic reporting to inform them of the way nicely their offerings are being controlled through those appointed to try to to 
so. Therefore, the scope of the data must be that it gives a entire assessment of the commercial enterprise. Data need to additionally 
fulfill the necessities of accuracy, reliability and timeliness. Experienced shareholders who're maximum worried approximately them are 
offered with inside the economic statements with inside the earnings announcement, stability Sheet, coins waft announcement and notes 
with inside the economic statements. 
 
 2.2 Public reporting 

The debts of publicly traded corporations depend closely on direct shareholders. As a outcome of the overall public sale of 
economic data furnished through those corporations it must contains the needs of capability buyers to allow them to make a decision 
whether or not they'll be inclined to spend money on those corporations. That’s why corporations that promote publicly want to place 
up their economic statements and lead them too publicly available. Users of the economic data network will locate the info they need 
with inside the record and notes with inside the economic statements. 
 
 2.3 Reporting to creditors 

Lenders are agencies or folks who are conscious of doing enterprise with the organization and giving them credit score. Debt 
consolidation may be a chance element for failure to form bills thru credit score card debt or lack of ability to repay money owed and it 
is very crucial for them to know how nicely agencies are performing. Two of the foremost important questions creditors frequently face 
is who can deliver credit score and what kind of credit score they need to deliver to them. Using economic evaluation measures inclusive 
of a quick fee, acid take a glance at fee and hobby fee cowl to gauge whether or not an organization is in debt. These calculations are 
based totally at the facts contained with inside the profits declaration and stability sheet, that are of the utmost famous accounting 
products. 
 
 2.4 Customer reporting 

Business has modified additionally to the relationship’s agencies have with their one-of-a-kind outside stakeholders. One crucial 
institution that features a main effect on economic scope is enterprise customers. Customers nowadays experience toward the 
commercial enterprise than ever before. They have to know extra approximately its enterprise practices, procurement, the way it operates 
on sustainability and social obligation in agencies. Financial statements and accounting information have grown to contain those and 
different troubles so as that the statements keep to satisfy purchaser needs. 
 
 2.5 Reporting to staff 

Managers do now not record at once to each worker. However, personnel are a quintessential a neighborhood of a enterprise 
plan. What’s crucial for personnel is activity safety for the continuation of enterprise operations. Trade unions and alter unions affect 
workers' nicely- being thru ongoing relationships with their employers. this is often the case on the blended stage and now not at every 
stage. The scope of accounting has been adjusted over time to allow those organizations extra facts on worker relationships and worker 
practices with inside the commercial enterprise. 
 
 2.6 Reporting to Government 

Governments are interested in the sports of agencies that function inside their jurisdiction. a clear instance of that's the 
acquisition of tax facts as governments depends upon tax income. But there's extra thereto than that. The scope of economic facts 
additionally consists of operational facts on taxes inclusive of Pay as You Earn (PAYE). The authorities make use of facts whilst 
amassing activity statistics. Some taxes inclusive useful Added Tax (VAT) additionally fall underneath the economic facts limit. 
 
 2.7 Reporting to groups 

Businesses, huge and little, function in groups. we will move similarly and say they seem to be a a part of the network. As this 
enterprise attitude grows the mixture of presidency and social stress has mandated that the scope of economic accounting with regards 
to see firms has been extended to deal with their effect and efforts on society. Their paintings with inside the network and network are 
now crucial. An excellent instance of that's performed with the help of using the agencies taking over the enterprise inclusive of miners 
who are confused with obligation with inside the groups wherein they paintings above and past any responsibilities to their personnel 
and their suppliers. The annual economic statements have grown long as agencies keep for instance their involvement with inside the 
groups wherein, they benefit. 

 
In end the scope of economic accounting has been extended over time. From its conventional shareholder roots, debt and 

authorities’ audits have developed right into a tool for communication among agencies and creditors, personnel and groups at huge. 
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III. FINANCIAL TRANSACTION RECORDS 
An economic transaction is executed with the help of employing a enterprise entity. Keeps a clean and orderly file for all of the 

facts with inside the form of journals and various beneficial publications. It avoids any confusion or loss thanks to the very fact if a 
trouble arises those statistics could also be easily checked. Everything this is often achieved can't be memorized with the help of using 
citizenry without recording it which makes accounting a crucial a neighborhood of every enterprise. 
 
 3.1 Classify and Summarize Information 

Information accrued and recorded with the help of using economic accounting is well labeled keep with their nature. Financial 
accounting entails classifying and summarizing all economic data recorded on the preliminary step. All transactions of comparable nature 
are grouped collectively below one head with the help of using making bills like Sales, Purchase, Rent, Salaries, and Interest etc. 
Grouping of identical nature transactions collectively provides comfort in know-how of knowledge accrued. 
 

Financial accounting prepares economic statements like coins accompany the drift statement, earnings statement, stability sheet 
etc. These economic statements depict the important economic role of enterprise. Financial statements are the top results of diverse data 
accrued and analyzed in ordinary procedure of economic accounting. All economic power and liability of enterprise are decided with 
the help of using coaching of economic statements. 

 
Financial accounting translates data from numerous evaluations administered and economic statements prepared. It aware and 

explains the outcomes of various relationships establishes with the help of using evaluation to distinctive customers for smooth know-
how and selection making. It simplifies the data so as that it is nicely understood with the help of using humans having restrained or no 
understanding of accounting subject. 

 
Financial accounting serves the needs of all outside stakeholders with the help of using delivering them real and proper image 

of the organization’s economic affairs. It communicates all of them economic data with the help of using presenting them with economic 
reviews routinely. All involved events to enterprise are completely aware about all enterprise economic subjects and this permits them 
in making conclusions. It enables them in understanding profitability and destiny increase components via those reviews. 
  
 3.2 Determines and Maintains Financial Position 

Financial accounting determines honest and real photograph of economic role of enterprise. Finance is known as as lifeline of 
enterprise sports and its control are pretty essential for every organisation. Mismanagement of economic sources also can additionally 
have unfavorable consequences at the organization’s performance. Financial accounting facts and examine every economic thing of 
enterprise. 
 

It supplies all data to inner control crew every so often for his or her choice making. Management is capable of take 
all important steps whenever required related to economic sources on the thanks to enhance the overall productivity. This all enables in 
preserving a right economic role for every enterprise. 

 
Financial Accounting has huge scope and region of application. it is not always best for the enterprise world, however unfold 

over altogether of the spheres of the society altogether professions. As accounting may be a dynamic subject, its scope and region of 
operation were constantly increasing, preserving tempo with the adjustments in socio-monetary adjustments. 

 
It additionally practiced in non-buying and selling establishments like schools, colleges, hospitals, charitable consider, consider 

clubs, co-operative society and additionally in authorities and neighborhood self-authorities with inside the form of municipality, 
panchayat. 

 
The majority of graduates coming into expert economic accounting careers will educate publicly practice, imparting audit and 

enterprise recommendation offerings (together with tax recommendation) to clients. 
 
Career possibilities are extensively to be had with the accountancy firms, funding banks, banks, coverage companies, 

constructing societies control consultancies and public region companies. These also can additionally encompass inventory broking, 
company treasury control, and tax work, IT with inside the economic region, organization secretary, solicitor, economic data offerings 
and prisons control. 
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 IV. Career in Financial Management 
The area of economic control gives an enormous sort of process possibilities and features a huge sort of specialists with the 

cap potential to stable economic positions for diverse businesses in diverse fields. Companies, corporations, and governments lease 
financially sound businesses to paintings inside all economic control departments to maximize profits, price range appropriately, and 
reduce costs. From funding companions and funding analysts to auditors and economic managers, there are limitless process 
possibilities in economic control with a shiny future. Banks, economic businesses, commerce, and coverage businesses lease funding 
analysts and economic managers, auditors and companions. Organizations in non-economic businesses which incorporate Technology, 
Health, Marketing, Energy, Building, and Industry additionally provide moneymaking process possibilities for company economic 
specialists. Accounting is required now not best for commercial enterprise classes however additionally for non-commercial enterprise 
classes. Starting with a man's personal existence, economic sports for college, club, network, hospitals and authorities’ establishments 
fall the purview of finances. The economic control authority additionally consists of expert economic offerings which incorporate 
doctors, engineers and layers. Money transactions that take location during a man's personal existence are properly documented; it is 
feasible to realize his receipts and costs and his belongings and, as appropriate, within side the cash owed, to realize his receipts and his 
charges and his belongings and liabilities. When a economic transaction may be a commercial enterprise. it's essential to carry money 
owed of non-income corporations which incorporates schools, college, hospital, club, network etc. within the identical way, it is essential 
to carry expert money owed which incorporates carrier managers, doctors, lawyers, actors / actors etc. profits and calculation of profits 
tax based totally thereon profits. The maintaining of the accounting is executed to make a decision the sales and expenditure of 
diverse authority’s workplaces and civil society corporations and to run those workplaces and corporations effectively. By preparing 
and comparing the country wide plan and price range with the assist of accounting it is feasible for you with a purpose to extend and 
enhance the country. So, during a nutshell, we are ready to say that the size of the accounting is very large sufficient to cowl all sectors 
of society 
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